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UConn student patents soft robotic
ultrasonic transducer technology
by Colin Piteo

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
colin.piteo@uconn.edu

A University of Connecticut
undergraduate student recently
developed and patented a technology that could assist ultrasound technicians in creating
echocardiograms, according to
UConn Today.
Serena Beri, a seventh-semester biological sciences student
and STEM Scholar, developed
this technology with the hope it
could help stabilize echocardiogram images.

“It’s finicky! The
slightest movement
could lose the
image. I thought
there might be a
better way.”
SERENA BERI

Echocardiograms are medical
devices that use sound to create
accurate images of the cham-

bers and valves of the heart so
doctors can see how the heart
is functioning. It is an instrumental tool in determining heart
disease in patients, so getting an
accurate picture is important.
Even experienced ultrasound
technicians have trouble getting
a consistent picture, and performing an echocardiogram can
induce injury in the technician.
“It’s finicky!” Beri said in a
UConn Today article by Kim
Krieger, “The slightest movement could lose the image. I
thought there might be a better
way.”
According to Krieger, Beri
thought that this problem could
be avoided. Through years of experience in robotics, including
as a member of her high school’s
robotics team, Beri created a soft
robotic ultrasonic transducer.
“She thought of a soft robot
with an octagonal base and spider-like frame, with several linear actuatable arms and locomotive legs to move the transducer,”
Krieger described.
This technology would make
the robotic transducer more ac-

curate and steadier than any human technician as well as take
the strain of using the ultrasonic
transducer off the technician.
Encouraged by peers, mentors
and a cardiologist she had been
shadowing, Beri was encouraged
to patent the technology. She
filed the patent in May 2018, and
it was recently granted. Beri says
now that the technology is patented, she will work to make it
a viable product to create a more
accurate and less laboring ultrasonic transducer.

This technology
would make the
robotic transducer
more accurate and
steadier than any
human technician
as well as take
the strain of using
the ultrasonic
transducer off the
technician.

Seventh-semester biological sciences major and STEM scholar Serena
Beri recently patented a new technology that could change the ultrasound process for good. PHOTO BY BUSINESS WIRE, VIA AP

National News Recap: Suicide Bombing at Kabul
Airport, Hurricane Ida Barrels Towards Louisiana

Damage seen in the aftermath of Hurricane Ida, Monday, Aug. 30, 2021, in Houma, La. PHOTO BY DAVID J. PHILLIP, VIA AP

by Samuel Katz
Militiamen loyal to Ahmad Massoud, son of the late Ahmad Shah Massoud, take part in a training exercise, in Panjshir province, northeastern Afghanistan, Monday, Aug. 30, 2021. PHOTO BY JALALUDDIN SEKANDAR, VIA AP

Afghan evacuees disembark a plane after landing at Skopje International Airport, North Macedonia, late Monday, Aug. 30, 2021. North
Macedonia hosted the first group of about 150 Afghan evacuees who
made it out of their country after days of chaos near the Kabul airport, following the takeover by the Taliban. PHOTO BY BORIS GRDANOSKI, VIA AP
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Kabul Bombing
On Aug. 26, a suicide bomber attacked Hamid Karzai International
Airport, where the United States
military has evacuated refugees
from Afghanistan since the capital of Kabul fell on Aug. 15. Over
70 people, including 13 American
servicemen, died in the bombing,
according to the Associated Press.
The Islamic State of Iraq and Levant - Khorasan, a subgroup of the
terrorist organization ISIS, claimed
responsibility for the attack on the
airfield, while the Taliban has denied any connection with the suicide bombing.
U.S. President Joe Biden said the
attack would not change current
plans for evacuation by Aug. 31.
“We will not forgive. We will
not forget. We will hunt you down
and make you pay,” Biden said in a
White House speech.
Among the dead was Lance Corporal Rylee McCollum, a 20 year-
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old on his first deployment.
“McCollum’s father, Jim, told the
New York Times that McCollum
was helping with evacuations and
guarding a checkpoint when the attack at the airport happened,” NPR
wrote. “His father said this was McCollum’s first deployment and that
he had gotten married recently. His
wife is expecting their first child.”
Hurricane Ida
Hurricane Ida, a Category 4 hurricane, made landfall in Louisiana
on Aug. 29. The Governor of Louisiana warned it was “one of the strongest to hit the state since the 1850s,”
according to NBC.
Local TV organization WWL-TV
has reported that over one million
people, including the entire city
of New Orleans, is without power.
One death has been reported as of
Monday.
“Ida is tied for the fifth-strongest hurricane to ever hit the U.S.
mainland and struck 16 years to the
day after deadly Hurricane Katrina
The Daily Campus
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in New Orleans,” USA Today said.
“President Joe Biden declared Ida a
disaster, releasing federal funds to
assist with rescue and recovery efforts on Monday.”
Traffic jams were reported on
major highways around New Orleans the days before Ida struck, and
residents that chose to stay were
advised to board their homes and
stock up on supplies.

“Ida is tied for the
fifth-strongest
hurricane to ever
hit the U.S. mainland
and struck 16 years
to the day after
deadly Hurricane
Katrina in New
Orleans.”
USA TODAY
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Man gets life sentence in 2018 killing of Mollie Tibbetts
IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — A
man was sentenced to life in prison
without parole Monday in the abduction and killing of University of
Iowa student Mollie Tibbetts, three
years after she disappeared while
out for an evening run.
Judge Joel Yates’ sentence for
Cristhian Bahena Rivera was mandatory for a first-degree murder
conviction in Iowa, which does not
have the death penalty. The 27-yearold former farmhand, who testified
that he came to the U.S. illegally
from Mexico as a teenager, has been
jailed since his arrest in August
2018.
Yates pointedly rejected defense
claims that others were responsible
for the crime.
“Mr. Bahena Rivera, you and you
alone forever changed the lives of
those who loved Mollie Tibbetts,”
he said.
The sentence caps a case that
inflamed anger over illegal immigration, fueled fears about violence
against solo female runners, and
took several noteworthy twists
during and after Bahena Rivera’s
trial in May.
Tibbetts’ mother, Laura Calderwood, addressed Bahena Rivera in
a victim impact statement read to
the court.
“Mollie was a young woman who
simply wanted to go for a quiet run
on the evening of July 18 and you
chose to violently and sadistically
end that life,” she wrote.
Calderwood recalled being told
by tearful investigators that her
20-year-old daughter’s body had
been found, and racing to inform
relatives before they learned the
news from the media. The hardest conversation was with Mollie’s
grandmother, who was in disbelief
that someone “could harm such a
beautiful, vibrant young woman so
full of promise,” she said.
She said the killing caused His-

panic workers to flee the area in
fear, prevented Mollie’s boyfriend
from being able to give her the engagement ring he had purchased,
and meant her father would never
walk his only daughter down the
aisle.
“Because of your actions Mr.
Rivera, I will never get to see my
daughter become a mother,” Calderwood said.
Tibbetts vanished on a rural road
outside her hometown of Brooklyn, Iowa, population 1,700, while
out for a run on July 18, 2018. Family members and co-workers feared
something was wrong when Tibbetts did not show up for her summer job at a daycare the next morning.
Hundreds of volunteers and law
enforcement officers searched for
weeks but came up empty. Investigators began focusing on Bahena
Rivera, who worked under an alias
at a nearby dairy farm, after finding
a homeowner’s surveillance video
that appeared to show his Chevy
Malibu repeatedly driving past Tibbetts while she ran.
After a lengthy interrogation,
Bahena Rivera led authorities to a
cornfield where he had buried Tibbetts’ body under leaves and stalks.
Only her bright running shoes were
visible. An autopsy found she had
been stabbed several times.
Bahena Rivera told investigators
that he approached Tibbetts because he found her attractive, and
that he fought her after she threatened to call the police. He said he
then blacked out and came to as he
was driving with her body in his
trunk.
Prosecutors suggested Bahena
Rivera had a sexual motive, noting
Tibbetts was wearing only socks
and a sports bra and that her legs
were spread when her body was
found. They built their case around
the surveillance video, his partial

Cristhian Bahena Rivera listens to proceedings during his sentencing, Monday, Aug. 30, 2021, at the
Poweshiek County Courthouse in Montezuma, Iowa. Rivera was sentenced to life in prison for the
stabbing death of college student Mollie Tibbetts, who was abducted as she was out for a run near her
small eastern Iowa hometown in July of 2018.
PHOTOGRAPH BY CHARLIE NEIBERGALL, VIA AP

confession and DNA evidence of
Tibbetts’ blood in his trunk.
“Based upon the facts and circumstances of this case, it is very
well deserved,” prosecutor Scott
Brown said of the life sentence.
Bahena Rivera’s lawyers argued
that his confession was false and
coerced, and their client gave surprise testimony at trial sharing a
different account. Bahena Rivera
testified that two masked men kidnapped him from his trailer at gunpoint, made him drive while they
attacked Tibbetts, instructed him

on where to dispose of her body,
and told him to stay quiet or that his
young daughter and ex-girlfriend
would be killed.
The defense sought to cast suspicion on several others, including
Tibbetts’ boyfriend and a local deputy who lives next to where Tibbetts’ body was found.
Prosecutors called Bahena Rivera’s testimony a work of fiction
and a unanimous 12-member jury
found him guilty.
But two people immediately
came forward to tell police that a

21-year-old man with a history of
violence had confessed to them that
he had killed Tibbetts. Separately, a
woman had told police she was kidnapped after meeting an alleged sex
trafficker at a Brooklyn gas station
weeks before Tibbetts’ disappearance.
Yates delayed a July sentencing
so the defense had time to investigate. Earlier this month, he denied
Bahena Rivera’s motion for a new
trial, saying the new information
was unreliable and he saw no reason to overturn the verdict.

GOP launches ballot drive to tighten Michigan voting laws

In this Tuesday, Nov. 3, 2020, file photo, an election inspector checks
the names of voters as the counting of ballots begins on Election Day
at City Hall in Warren, Mich., in Macomb County. In a move Monday,
Aug. 30, 2021, Republicans are launching a ballot drive to tighten Michigan’s voting and election laws, backing a maneuver that would let
GOP lawmakers enact the changes without Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s
signature. PHOTO BY DAVID GOLDMAN, VIA AP
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LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Republicans on Monday announced
a ballot drive to tighten Michigan’s
voting and election laws, backing a
maneuver that would let GOP lawmakers enact the changes without
Gov. Gretchen Whitmer’s signature.
The step, which had been signaled for months, was decried by
Democrats and voting-rights advocates. The Democratic governor had
vowed to veto similar bills pending
in the GOP-controlled Legislature.
Secure MI Vote, which is being
run by veteran GOP operatives,
will need to collect roughly 340,000
valid voter signatures within six
months of starting to circulate petitions.
The initiative would toughen a
requirement that voters submit
photo identification, eliminating an
option that lets those without one
submit an affidavit and vote. More
than 11,400 of nearly 5.6 million

voters did that in November.
Instead, people with no ID would
get a provisional ballot and have to
verify their identity within six days
after the election for it to count.
The measure also would add an
ID component to absentee ballot
applications, requiring that voters
submit their driver’s license number or the last four digits of their
Social Security number. Nearly 3.3
million people, a record, voted absentee last November. Voters currently seeking an absentee ballot
by mail must sign the application,
and the signature is matched to the
voter file.
The initiative also would prohibit the secretary of state and local
clerks from sending applications
to people who did not request them
and create a $3 million fund to ensure low-income residents have an
ID. The funding also would make
the measure referendum-proof under state law.
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Jamie Roe, spokesman for Secure
MI Vote, said voters “across the political spectrum” questioned the integrity of the 2016 and 2020 election
results.
“The success of this initiative
will make it easier to vote, harder
to cheat, and restore confidence in
the electoral system for Republicans, Democrats and independents
alike,” he said in a statement.
The Michigan Democratic Party
and other groups accused the GOP
of trying to confuse voters and perpetuating Trump’s lies with the ballot drive.
“They want fewer people to vote
because they just discovered what
we have always known, when
people vote, Democrats win. That
is what this ballot proposal is all
about, creating barriers to voting
so fewer people have access to the
polls,” said chair Lavora Barnes.
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New threat emerges as
crews fight Minnesota
wildfire: bears
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Officials
leading the fight against wildfires
in northeastern Minnesota warned
Monday about a new threat: bears
attracted by generous donations of
food and other supplies.
“Donations have far out-stripped
our need and our ability to store
what we have received,” Superior
National Forest officials posted in
a social media update. “We have no
remaining storage space and donations now must be stored in the
open on pallets, making them an attractant to bears. We have had two
instances of bear damage already.”
Black bears are common in
northern Minnesota and rarely attack people, but conflicts can arise
when they’re attracted by food. The
officials said they appreciate the
donations, but they just can’t accept
any more.
“We understand the genuine concern, and undeniable generosity of
community members, but we need
to be able to return the focus of
our logistics staff to supporting the
Greenwood Fire and our firefighters,” they posted. They suggested
donations to local food banks and
fire departments instead, “or thank
a firefighter. We love signs along the
road and cards.”
Forest Service crews have been
battling the Greenwood Lake fire

since it was spotted on Aug. 15,
about 15 miles southwest of the
town of Isabella. It has burned over
40 square miles (over 105 square
kilometers) but has slowed down
in recent days. The area received
a much-needed 1.5 to 2 inches (3.8
to 5 centimeters) of rain from Saturday afternoon through Monday
morning, the most rain in a 24-hour
period the area around the fire has
received all year.
The fire destroyed 14 “primary
structures” — mostly homes and
cabins — and 57 outbuildings in a
major run last Monday. It stood at
14% contained as of Monday with a
projected containment date of Sept.
10.
The Forest Service also reported
no growth thanks to the rain on two
other, smaller wildfires of concern,
the John Ek and Whelp fires, which
are inside the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness. Crews have
just begun efforts to fight those
fires on the ground because they
are deep in the wilderness in hardto-reach areas. Fears that the two
fires could expand while firefighting resources have already been
stretched thin by the Greenwood
Lake fire and severe drought conditions led the Forest Service on Aug.
21 to close entire the Boundary Waters through at least Friday.

In this photo provided by the United States Forest Service, firefighters battle a wildfire, Monday, Aug. 23, 2021, near Greenwood Lake in
the Superior National Forest of northeastern Minnesota. The fire has
burned more than 14 square miles and promoted a new round of evacuations of homes and cabins on Monday. PHOTO BY UNITED STATES FOREST SERVICE,
VIA AP

Universal Studios sets opening for
first theme park in China
BEIJING (AP) — Universal Studios announced Monday that its
first theme park in China will open
in the country’s capital in September.
The company set the opening
date for Sept. 20, according to a
statement and video posted on the
Chinese social media site WeChat.
Under construction since 2016,
the theme park has received strong
backing from Beijing authorities,
including the extension of one of
the city’s main subway lines to the
site.
Along with rides, shows, restaurants and exhibits, the resort fea-

tures a pair of hotels. The project
will complement Universal’s other
two Asian parks in Japan and Singapore.
The Harry Potter, Jurassic Park
and Kung Fu Panda film franchises feature heavily, along with the
Minions from the “Despicable Me”
movies.
Beijing’s historic sites have long
drawn tourists. The coronavirus
pandemic curtailed a rapidly growing demand for domestic travel
and tourism, but new cases of local transmission have been falling,
feeding optimism in the tourism
sector.

In this Wednesday, May 26, 2021 file photo, men wearing masks stand
inside the Universal Studios theme park, part of the Universal Beijing Resort, under construction in Beijing, China. Universal Studios
announced Monday, Aug. 30, 2021 that its first theme park in China will
open in the country’s capital in September. The company set the opening date for Sept. 20, according to a statement and video posted on the
Chinese social media site WeChat. PHOTO BY CHINATOPIX VIA AP, FILE
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News

Last troops exit Afghanistan,
ending America’s longest war

President Joe Biden, first lady Jill Biden and Secretary of State Antony Blinken look on as as a carry
team moves a transfer case with the remain of Marine Corps Cpl. Humberto A. Sanchez, 22, of Logansport, Ind., during a casualty return at Dover Air Force Base, Del., Sunday, Aug. 29, 2021, for the 13
service members killed in the suicide bombing in Kabul, Afghanistan, on Aug. 26.
PHOTOGRAPH BY CAROLYN KASTER, VIA AP

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States completed its withdrawal from Afghanistan late Monday, ending America’s longest war
and closing a chapter in military
history likely to be remembered for
colossal failures, unfulfilled promises and a frantic final exit that cost
the lives of more than 180 Afghans
and 13 U.S. service members, some
barely older than the war itself.
Hours ahead of President Joe
Biden’s Tuesday deadline for shutting down a final airlift, and thus
ending the U.S. war, Air Force
transport planes carried a remaining contingent of troops from Kabul airport. Thousands of troops
had spent a harrowing two weeks
protecting a hurried and risky airlift of tens of thousands of Afghans,
Americans and others seeking to
escape a country once again ruled
by Taliban militants.
In announcing the completion of
the evacuation and war effort. Gen.
Frank McKenzie, head of U.S. Central Command, said the last planes
took off from Kabul airport at 3:29
p.m. Washington time, or one minute before midnight in Kabul. He
said a number of American citizens, likely numbering in “the very
low hundreds,” were left behind,
and that he believes they will still
be able to leave the country.
Biden said military commanders
unanimously favored ending the
airlift, not extending it. He said he
asked Secretary of State Antony
Blinken to coordinate with international partners in holding the Taliban to their promise of safe passage for Americans and others who
want to leave in the days ahead.
The airport had become a
U.S.-controlled island, a last stand
in a 20-year war that claimed more
than 2,400 American lives.
The closing hours of the evacuation were marked by extraordinary drama. American troops
faced the daunting task of getting
final evacuees onto planes while
also getting themselves and some
of their equipment out, even as they
monitored repeated threats — and
at least two actual attacks — by the
Islamic State group’s Afghanistan
affiliate. A suicide bombing on Aug.
26 killed 13 American service members and some 169 Afghans.
The final pullout fulfilled Biden’s
pledge to end what he called a “forever war” that began in response
to the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001, that
killed nearly 3,000 people in New
York, Washington and rural Pennsylvania. His decision, announced
in April, reflected a national weariness of the Afghanistan conflict.
Now he faces condemnation at
home and abroad, not so much for
ending the war as for his handling
of a final evacuation that unfolded
in chaos and raised doubts about
U.S. credibility.
The U.S. war effort at times
seemed to grind on with no endgame in mind, little hope for victory and minimal care by Congress
for the way tens of billions of dollars were spent for two decades.
The human cost piled up — tens of
thousands of Americans injured

in addition to the dead, and untold
numbers suffering psychological
wounds they live with or have not
yet recognized they will live with.
More than 1,100 troops from coalition countries and more than
100,000 Afghan forces and civilians
died, according to Brown University’s Costs of War project.
In Biden’s view the war could
have ended 10 years ago with the
U.S. killing of Osama bin Laden,
whose al-Qaida extremist network
planned and executed the 9/11 plot
from an sanctuary in Afghanistan.
Al-Qaida has been vastly diminished, preventing it thus far from
again attacking the United States.
Congressional
committees,
whose interest in the war waned
over the years, are expected to
hold public hearings on what went
wrong in the final months of the
U.S. withdrawal. Why, for example,
did the administration not begin
earlier the evacuation of American
citizens as well as Afghans who
had helped the U.S. war effort and
felt vulnerable to retribution by the
Taliban?
It was not supposed to end this
way. The administration’s plan, after declaring its intention to withdraw all combat troops, was to keep
the U.S. Embassy in Kabul open,
protected by a force of about 650
U.S. troops, including a contingent
that would secure the airport along
with partner countries. Washington planned to give the now-defunct Afghan government billions
more to prop up its army.
Biden now faces doubts about
his plan to prevent al-Qaida from
regenerating in Afghanistan and of
suppressing threats posed by other
extremist groups such as the Islamic State group’s Afghanistan affiliate. The Taliban are enemies of the
Islamic State group but retain links
to a diminished al-Qaida.
The final U.S. exit included the
withdrawal of its diplomats, although the State Department has
left open the possibility of resuming some level of diplomacy with
the Taliban depending on how they
conduct themselves in establishing
a government and adhering to international pleas for the protection
of human rights.
The speed with which the Taliban captured Kabul on Aug. 15
caught the Biden administration
by surprise. It forced the U.S. to
empty its embassy and frantically
accelerate an evacuation effort that
featured an extraordinary airlift
executed mainly by the U.S. Air
Force, with American ground forces protecting the airfield. The airlift
began in such chaos that a number
of Afghans died on the airfield, including at least one who attempted to cling to the airframe of a C-17
transport plane as it sped down the
runway.
By the evacuation’s conclusion,
well over 100,000 people, mostly
Afghans, had been flown to safety.
The dangers of carrying out such a
mission while surrounded by the
newly victorious Taliban and faced
with attacks by the Islamic State
came into tragic focus on Aug. 26

when an IS suicide bomber at an
airport gate killed at least 169 Afghans and 13 Americans.
Speaking shortly after that attack, Biden stuck to his view that
ending the war was the right move.
He said it was past time for the
United States to focus on threats
emanating from elsewhere in the
world.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he said,
“it was time to end a 20-year war.”
The war’s start was an echo of a
promise President George W. Bush
made while standing atop of the
rubble in New York City three days
after hijacked airliners slammed
into the twin towers of the World
Trade Center.
“The people who knocked these
buildings down will hear all of us
soon!” he declared through a bullhorn.
Less than a month later, on Oct.
7, Bush launched the war. The Taliban’s forces were overwhelmed
and Kabul fell in a matter of weeks.
A U.S.-installed government led by
Hamid Karzai took over and bin
Laden and his al-Qaida cohort escaped across the border into Pakistan.
The initial plan was to extinguish bin Laden’s al-Qaida, which
had used Afghanistan as a staging
base for its attack on the United
States. The grander ambition was
to fight a “global war on terrorism”
based on the belief that military
force could somehow defeat Islamic extremism. Afghanistan was but
the first round of that fight. Bush
chose to make Iraq the next, invading in 2003 and getting mired in an
even deadlier conflict that made
Afghanistan a secondary priority
until Barack Obama assumed the
White House in 2009 and later that
year decided to escalate in Afghanistan.
Obama pushed U.S. troop levels
to 100,000, but the war dragged on
though bin Laden was killed in Pakistan in 2011.
When Donald Trump entered
the White House in 2017 he wanted to withdraw from Afghanistan
but was persuaded not only to
stay but to add several thousand
U.S. troops and escalate attacks
on the Taliban. Two years later his
administration was looking for a
deal with the Taliban, and in February 2020 the two sides signed an
agreement that called for a complete U.S. withdrawal by May 2021.
In exchange, the Taliban made a
number of promises including a
pledge not to attack U.S. troops.
Biden weighed advice from
members of his national security
team who argued for retaining the
2,500 troops who were in Afghanistan by the time he took office in
January. But in mid-April he announced his decision to fully withdraw and set September as a deadline for getting out.
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by Anika Veeraraghav
ASSOCIATE OPINION EDITOR
anika.veeraraghav@uconn.edu

With the new semester starting, most
students face new important tasks; they
have to figure out where their classes are,
organize their schedule and decide on extracurricular activities. One of the most
important tasks revolves around classes.
Each semester, with a new syllabus comes
a new set of textbooks and other necessary materials that often students must
pay for.
The cost of tuition, housing, dining and
other services is already extremely high,
and unaffordable in many cases. On top of
that, students have to pay for textbooks,
access codes and other materials in order
to participate in classes. If students don’t
purchase these materials, they can’t do assignments or study for exams.

According to the College
Board, the average
college student, as
of 2018, spends more
than $1200 on course
materials, including
textbooks and other
resources.
ILLUSTRATION BY MICHELLE CHIMID, ARTIST/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Kate Lee

STAFF COLUMNIST
katherine.h.lee@uconn.edu

Mental health is important. That said,
the traditional college lifestyle is not conducive to maintaining proper mental
hygiene. Late nights, lack of sleep, stress
and poor nutrition all create and compound vulnerabilities to cause distress
and potentially dangerous situations.
One in four young adults from the ages
of 18 to 24 have a diagnosable mental illness, and almost 73% of students living
with a mental health condition have experienced a mental health crisis on campus. However, it is possible to survive
and thrive in college with a mental health
condition, which leaves students with
greater strength and resilience.
It is important to recognize that thriving with a mental health condition does
not happen spontaneously. One must
mindfully put in the work required to
keep a mental balance, much like how
physical health is maintained through
external factors such as nutrition and
exercise.
The most vital aspect of maintaining
mental health is awareness of its deterioration and willingness to reach out
for help. In order to do this, consistently
monitor yourself for signs of burnout,
anxiety and/or feelings of hopelessness. Consider whether your room is
messier than normal, your appetite has
changed or you require more sleep than
normal. In addition, “Protect Our Pack”
by watching out for these signs in your
roommates and friends. Young adulthood is the most common time for symptoms of serious mental health concerns
to arise, including schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and borderline personality
disorder — of which one in ten sufferers
will statistically commit suicide. If you
feel that something is wrong, get help
and do not let yourself get worse alone.
The national suicide prevention hotline
is 800-273-8255, and this link provides
information on counseling provided
through Student Health and Wellness
on campus: https://studenthealth.uconn.
edu/mental-health/.
If services on campus are not a good

fit, I urge you to find an outside therapist who can help. Many are providing
services via telehealth, so transportation
off campus is not even necessary. Therapy can be scary at first, but it is easy to
dismiss something as being “not your
thing” without trying it, which furthers
the cycle of pain and isolation.
If you find your mental health condition preventing you from completing
assignments or exams on time, you can
receive extra time through the Center for
Students with Disabilities (CSD). There
is no shame in asking for accommodations that help provide you the same
opportunities as your peers. It is okay to
be a student with high grades who uses
CSD accommodations; in no way does it
make you a “cheater.” Rather, it demonstrates your ability to advocate for yourself and work effectively.
The same things that keep you physically healthy also keep you mentally
healthy. Your brain, after all, is an organ that plays by the same rules as the
rest of your body. School is like a sport
for your brain like with any physical activity, it is also important to rest. Seven
or more hours of sleep a night, which is
recommended for adults by the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention, pays
dividends by allowing you to work more
efficiently during the day. Eating nutritious food and exercising also improve
symptoms of anxiety and depression. If
you have a mental health condition, especially if you take medication, you should
consider abstaining from or limiting intake of substances such as alcohol, marijuana and other drugs. These substances
can interact with medications and cause
symptoms to worsen or even cause damage to organs in your body, such as the
liver.
I hope you are ready to crush this semester, because I truly believe you have
everything inside of you to make that
happen. College can be overwhelming,
but it is important to remember that your
mental health comes before any grade or
relationship. Take care of yourself, remember that you are loved and have fun!
You got this!

Resources for classes must be more financially accessible for students. Students should not spend hundreds of dollars on textbooks that may be used only a
couple times during the semester, nor on
programs that can easily be replaced by
PDF assignments and HuskyCT.
A prime example of this is the program
TopHat, which is essentially a glorified
version of HuskyCT. I used this for one
class, and all it really did was act as a place
where we could take quizzes, read about
upcoming labs and turn in assignments.
All of this could have easily been replaced
by HuskyCT — which would have saved
everyone about $100 each.
According to the College Board, the average college student, as of 2018, spends
more than $1200 on course materials, including textbooks and other resources.
Although resources such as Library Genesis and Z-Lib — where you may or may
not be able to find required textbooks for
free — help for many classes, some also
require online access codes that work for
a semester or so, rendering these free textbooks useless.

In a study released by
USPIRG in 2018, it was
found that about four in
10 college courses bundled
textbooks with access
codes. Access codes
force students to pay full
price for textbooks that
they’ll use for maybe one
semester.
It is the same case with buying or renting used textbooks. In a study released by

USPIRG in 2018, it was found that about
four in 10 college courses bundled textbooks with access codes. Access codes
force students to pay full price for textbooks that they’ll use for maybe one semester.

Classes should be more
accessible to everyone,
not just the select few
who happen to be in
classes that don’t require
expensive materials.
In some cases, forgoing assignments
using access codes is unavoidable. However, many classes could change the way
assignments are done. Instead of forcing
students to buy a certain program, materials can be made available in the form of a
PDF with a due date so students can scan
and submit their answers. This would be
much more cost-effective.
Sometimes, online programs aren’t even
the best way to learn. For one of my classes, I used a website for homework that was
worth about 10% of my grade. When I got
answers wrong, instead of explaining how
to do them correctly, it left me to figure it
out myself. That certainly wasn’t helpful
come exam time, when I wasn’t sure how
to even approach certain problems. Not
only did I pay an exorbitant amount of
money for access to this program, but it
also didn’t help me learn.
Education resources should be much
more financially accessible, and they
should be helpful for students. If necessary materials cost a high price and they
aren’t even helpful, what is the point in
having students use them?
In order to help with this, some professors post PDF versions of textbooks or
give students more cost-effective methods for obtaining them. Although this is
appreciated, this must be a larger schoolwide effort. Classes should be more accessible to everyone, not just the select few
who happen to be in classes that don’t require expensive materials.
Certain schools now use “open education resources,” which are free learning
materials that are in the public domain or
are licensed for fair use. This gives students access to certain course materials
for free and for however long they need it
for.
This can be implemented at a specific university, or nationwide. In 2019, the
Affordable College Textbooks Act was introduced in Congress to support the use
of open textbooks, therefore working to
reduce the cost of textbooks and other
course materials. If a bill like this becomes
law, it could help make college materials
more affordable for students across the
nation.
In the meantime, individual universities need to focus on making this a reality within their own school. Students
struggle to pay for course materials and
this would help them immensely. Higher
education cannot continue to be this inaccessible, and reducing the cost of course
materials would be a big step in the right
direction.
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Back to School
Fashion
LOOKS THAT WILL KEEP YOU COMFORTABLE, YET CONFIDENT IN THE CLASSROOM

On a campus as big as ours, you’ll come accross a wide variety of looks. Staff Writer Jordi Castelli
talks about the type of fashion you’ll see around campus this fall. PHOTO COURTESY OF REBELSMARKET

Jordana Castelli

STAFF WRITER
jordana.castelli@uconn.edu

Now that in-person classes have begun
and campus is alive once again, back-toschool fashion is in full swing. Goodbye to
the days of sitting through Zoom meetings
in pajamas, and hello to actually getting
dressed in the morning. Here are a few ideas
to spice up your wardrobe this year:

Rompers
What’s better than putting on one piece of
clothing and being all set? Even better than
dresses, rompers remove the worry of wind
tunnels exposing your bottom or being uncomfortable. They can be both dressed up or
dressed down with the right accessories and
shoes. If you’re going for a fancier look, this
romper from Target with a pair of sandals
would make for a perfect September outﬁt.
On the more casual side, there are tons of
rompers made out of sweatpants material
that go perfectly with a pair of sneakers or
ﬂip ﬂops. This one from H&M comes in a
sweet lilac color. For a trendy look, tight
rompers have recently entered the fashion
play scene with H&M providing a great example.

Casual Yet Sophisticated
My favorite look of all time is the casual, but always sophisticated, put-together
vibe — picture a pair of jeans and a plain
solid colored T-shirt. As for shoes, whatever works, however I always opt for a white
sneaker or, for something easy, my black
Havaianas. For jeans, Zara is always a good
option that provides cute, affordable styles.
As for basics, Aritzia has a stunning selection that always withstands the test of time.
While some pieces are pricier, they are guaranteed to last years. And when does a white
T-shirt go out of style?

Biker Shorts
Of course, biker shorts. It would feel
unjust to do a back-to-school fashion piece
without including biker shorts. Firstly, they
are so incredibly comfortable. Coming in
all patterns, lengths, sizes and colors, there
is bound to be a biker short for everyone. If
you’re looking to not spend too much money, Forever 21 has a range of biker shorts that
cost less than $5. If you’re wanting to spend
some extra money, people have raved about
Aritzia biker shorts for over a year. Lululemon has also recently come out with their
own range, both for athletic purposes and
just to relax in the house.

The comfy/casual look is always a favorite for college students. There
are many ways to be stylish without putting your comfort second. PHOTO
COURTESY OF PINTEREST/GLAMINATI.COM

Matching Sets
Another great and easy option is matching sets. Not only are they cute, but also convenient, as it’s a one-stop-shop for both your
top and bottom. This past year, the world
saw an inﬂux of matching sweat sets. Rather than being stuck at home in mismatched
pajamas, some chose to live the fashionable
life in a coordinated sweatshirt and sweatpants. Target has a wonderful selection of
fall-friendly sweat sets that will keep you
cool and comfy during the changing seasons. Lulu’s has great options for trendier
pieces, like this matching top and skirt.
Hopefully these ideas provided some inspiration for your back-to-school wardrobe,
and I hope I didn’t cause too much damage
to your wallet!

More on the comfy/cozy look:
Matching sets and rompers are
big on pretty much all the campuses. The simple look was especially stylish as students decked
their wardrobes with matching
nudes and pastel clothing sets.
The simple monochrome theme
also became trendy in the world
of makeup. PHOTO COURTESY OF PEOPLE
MAGAZINE
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Box Office Breakdown

‘CANDYMAN ’ SCARES ITS WAY TO THE TOP OF THE CHARTS

A poster for the 2021 remake of “Candyman.” Zachary Wisnefsky discusses how director Nia DaCosta does
not dissapoint in her adaptation of the famous, creepy 1992 film. PHOTO COURTESY OF SANTA CLARITA VALLEY SIGNAL

by Zachary Wisnefsky
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
zachary.wisnefsky@uconn.edu

In this column “Box Office
Breakdown,” we are discussing
the weekend box office results
and other general news pertaining to the film industry.
This weekend, there was only
one new film getting a wide release: Universal Pictures’ slasher “Candyman.” The movie is a
sequel/reboot of the 1992 picture
with the same title. It is written
and directed by young filmmaker Nia DaCosta and co-written
and produced by horror magnate
Jordan Peele. The film stars Yahya Abdul-Mateen II, Teyonah
Parris, Nathan Stewart-Jarrett
and Colman Domingo.
“Candyman” broke the boundary of becoming the first film
directed by a Black woman to
reach No. 1 in the domestic box
office. The movie earned a total
of $22,370,000, and even with
only a $25 million budget, the
movie has a solid chance of making a profit.
That being said, distributors
are testing the market with new
theatrical distribution models
and “Candyman” bears no exception. According to Deadline,
Universal is testing out a 21-day
theatrical window for the film,
meaning that it will be mostly
out of theaters come mid-September. With that caveat and
the fact that horror films often
have large week-to-week drops,
we will have to wait and see how
Candyman holds up next weekend.
In its third week of wide release, Ryan Reynolds’ film “Free
Guy” comes in second. For those
advocating for theatrical-only
releases – instead of day-anddate releases on streaming and
in theaters, such as with “Jungle
Cruise” – “Free Guy” is proving
the model can still work. It had
its second straight weekend of a
drop of -35% or below, with only
27% less gross week-to-week.
This pushes the film’s domestic gross to almost $80 million
and its worldwide gross everso-close to $180 million. With a
reported budget north of $100
million, it needs its legs to last if
it wants to break-even, though in

these turbulent times, its gross
is quite commendable.
Wrapping up the top five are
“PAW Patrol: The Movie” with
a gross of $6.6 million, “Jungle
Cruise” in its fifth week with a
gross just over $5 million and
the horror film “Don’t Breathe 2”
with earnings slightly north of
$2.8 million.
The box office will look very
different next weekend as the
much awaited film “ShangChi and the Legend of the Ten
Rings” opens in theaters. The
Marvel Studios film will have a
45-day theatrical window and no
Disney+ Premier Access option,
unlike their previously released
film “Black Widow.” I expect a
domestic opening between $80
and $90 million. If it holds similar to “Free Guy,” it will be in a
great position to make a profit.
However, we will have to wait
and see. As always, the only
thing predictable about the box
office is its unpredictability.
Starring in the reboot, Yahya Abdul-Mateen II adds an impressive eerie feel to the film with his role as “Candyman.” PHOTO COURTESY OF COMICBOOK

“C andyman” broke
t he boundary of
becoming t he first
film direct ed by
a Bl ack woman to
reach No. 1 in t he
dome st ic box
office.
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What’s poppin’ this week?

Just recently “Kimye” reannacted their wedding vows. PHOTO COURTESY OF JANELLE OKWODU AT VOGUE

Rumor has it that Ben Affleck is going to propose to his
girlfriend Jennifer Lopez ... is it true? PHOTO COURTESY OF
PEOPLE MAGAZINE

This week Drake had fans going off with theories about what his pregnant-woman-packed-emoji
Instagram post was all about in light of his new “Loverboy” album release. PHOTO COURTESY OF PEOPLE
MAGAZINE

There are a bunch of new progressive emojis coming out! Soon we will have access to the “pregnant
male” emoji. PHOTO COURTESY OF CNN

Did you
know?

ARE YOU A COFFEE
FANATIC? WELL, GOOD
NEWS! THERE’S AN ANNUAL
COFFEE BREAK FESTIVAL IN
THE TOWN OF STOUGHTON,
WISCONSIN THAT MANY SAY
IS WORTH THE HYPE.

What’s poppin’ on
campus this week?
FALL HORSEBACK RIDING PRACTICUM REGISTRATION TUESDAY AUG. 31

GRAB AND GO - BACK TO SCHOOL GRAB BAGS AT 11-2 P.M. TUESDAY AUG
31 AT THE STUDENT UNION TERRACE
PERSONAL FINANCE WORKSHOP HOSTED VIA THE SCHOOL OF BUSNIESS
TUESDAY, AUG. 31 VIA ZOOM

THURSDAY SEPT. 2: SPIN N’ CORE CLASS AT 6:45 A.M.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 3: QUEER EMPLOYEES HOST RAINBOW EATS AT 12 P.M.!

UCONN HEALTH HOSTS PSYCHIATRY GRAN ROUNDS VIA WEBEX FRIDAY SEPT.
3 FROM 11-12P.M.
DOWNTOWN FARMERS MARKET SATURDAY, SEPT. 4 FROM 9A.M.-2P.M. AT
Volunteers at the event are always ready to have a good time and
celebrate their love of coffee and leisure with other atendees.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ST. ANN’S CHURCH STOUGHTON, WI

21 SPRING STREET
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Photo of the Day | Paws up

To help welcome students back to campus after a year and a half, UConn plants paw prints outside of Northwest residence halls. The paws are new this year and are visible from
North Eagleville Road for passing cars and pedestrians to enjoy. PHOTO BY ERIN KNAPP, ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS
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Crossword
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle

Sudoku
Level 1 2

Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Country singer
McCann
5 Chose
10 Imitates
14 Poet’s “in a trice”
15 Legendary
crooner Mel
16 Red inside
17 *It often runs
through the
center of town
19 H.S. math class
20 Year at the
Sorbonne
21 Spare in a boot
22 DIY furniture
giant
23 Took five
25 Clutch
27 Stereo knob
30 Corporate
department
33 Apartment
overseer,
informally
36 “Homeland” org.
37 Fruit in a split
38 Japanese sash
39 *Sleeveless
shirt
41 NYSE listings
42 Undo
legislatively
44 Place for a ring
45 “Winter Song”
musician John
46 Nottingham’s
river
47 Goofs
49 Stuff, as a
turkey
51 Zero chance
55 Root for a luau
57 Supply-anddemand sci.
60 Turkish coins
61 Cheese couleur
62 Like oceanside
resort property
... and what
the starts to
the answers to
starred clues can
have?
64 Football’s QB
rating, for one
65 Modeling
adhesive
66 Arrogance, in
slang
67 Fleshy fruit
68 Tivoli’s Villa __
69 Headliner

3

4

Solution to Monday’s puzzle
8/31/21

By Kurt Krauss

DOWN
1 Rapper
Kendrick
2 Mindless
3 Meat cuts
4 “Being Julia”
co-star Bening
5 Old-time baseball
slugger called
“Master Melvin”
6 Dessert wine
7 It beats a deuce
8 Come forth
9 Put a damper on
10 Craftsperson
11 *Monopoly
property three
squares before
Go
12 Toledo’s lake
13 Big name in
computer games
18 Fortuneteller
24 Image-transfer
item
26 “Now!”
28 Coal holder
29 Staples Center
player
31 Slaughter on the
diamond
32 Pageant body
band
33 Database
command

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

DYK?

8/31/21
Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9.
For strategies
on how to solve
Sudoku, visit

More tornadoes occur in
the United Kingdom per
square mile than any other
country in the world.
sudoku.org.uk

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

34 Above, in Berlin
35 *Bit of wishful
thinking
37 B in chem class
39 London art
gallery
40 Old salt
43 On the way
45 Vacation
souvenirs
47 Break out
48 Massage
therapeutically

8/31/21

50 Put in stitches
52 “Are you in __?”
53 Bamboo muncher
54 Aromatic
compound
55 1/2 fl. oz.
56 Choir part
58 Platte River
people
59 Preceded in
line by only one
person
63 Bar staple

ONLY PRIMATES, HUMANS AND
© 2021 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Content
Agency. AllOPPOSABLE
rights reserved.
OPOSSUMS
HAVE
THUMBS. OUT OF THESE, THE
OPOSSUM IS THE ONLY ONE
WITH NO THUMBNAIL.

The word “kimono” literally means a “thing to
wear.” Ki is “wear,” and
mono is “thing.”
FACTS COURTESY OF THEFACTSITE.COM
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Ivy League sports return the way they went out: Cautiously
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — The
Ivy League was the first conference
to scuttle its basketball postseason
when the pandemic broke out during
March Madness a year and a half ago.
It was the first Division I conference
to suspend fall sports in July 2020.
Now the schools are getting back on
the field the same way they left: cautiously.
All eight Ivies are requiring that
their football teams be vaccinated for
COVID-19 — just like the rest of the
students on campus. Ivy League executive director Robin Harris said this
month that the goal had been reached
with “very limited medical or religious” exceptions.
“While COVID-19 is very much
a part of our lives, we believe in the
campus policies,” she said. “This allows us to plan for a regular football
season.”
Although the alliance of eight prestigious private schools in the Northeast has always been more about academics than athletics, the Ivy League
decision to cancel its men’s and women’s basketball tournaments before
anyone else on March 10, 2020, was
a turning point in the response to the
pandemic. Other college and professional leagues soon followed amid a
worldwide sports shutdown.
In the almost 18 months since, the
Ivies have remained idle with the exception of scattered individuals or
teams competing in some one-off,
nonconference events, including the
NCAA rowing championships. That
ended when all eight women’s soccer
teams opened their seasons on Aug.
27, with Harvard playing Fairfield
in the Crimson’s first intercollegiate
sporting event since March 8, 2020.
“You don’t always appreciate how
much you miss something until it’s
taken from you,” Harvard football
coach Tim Murphy said.
Since then, players were able to
do different things to stay in shape,
depending on restrictions in their
home states or countries. And be-

In this Nov. 17, 2018, file photo, Harvard wide receiver Henry Taylor (28) stretches for a touchdown against Yale linebacker Noah Pope (30) during
the first half of an NCAA college football game at Fenway Park in Boston. PHOTO BY CHARLES KRUPA/ AP

cause of the varied local restrictions, players returned this fall in a
wide rage of fitness levels.
“I think we did the best job we possibly could have, and it’s going to show
this season,” Brown running back Allen Smith said. “It’s been a long time
coming, so we could not be more excited to get back to Brown football.”
Brown did have spring football practice, but Columbia had few students —
and thus, players — on campus last
fall, and mostly seniors in the spring;
Harvard had some freshman last fall
and a small contingent in the spring.

Murphy said his team will have just
eight padded practices in almost two
years between its 50-43, double-overtime loss to Yale in The Game and its
2021 opener Sept. 18 at Georgetown.
“We’ve all had different on-campus
footprints,” he said. “It does leave a lot
of question marks.”
As they return, players will face new
protocols to combat the spread of the
delta variant.
In addition to the vaccine requirement, Dartmouth players will wear
masks indoors, with improved air filtration and circulation; some meetings

on the Hanover, New Hampshire, campus will be held outdoors. Cambridge
has a city-wide indoor mask mandate
that goes into effect on Sept. 3.
“Harvard’s done a remarkable job,
making sure that students — and
the student athletes, therefore — are
healthy and well,” Murphy said. “I
know that our medical folks have done
a phenomenal job, and whatever they
tell us to do, we’re 100% going to do it.”
Penn coach Ray Priore said he
reached out to coaches who played or
practiced in the spring — including
his brother, Chuck, who is the head

coach at Stony Brook. Chip Kelly at
UCLA also passed along a little advice
for ramping things up after the long
layoff: “Less is more.”
“You grab some of those tidbits
and wisdoms: How many reps do
you really need; do more with walkthroughs. The key thing is how we
maximize our time with our players,”
Priore said. “We’ve been in the Zoom
world for a long time.”
Princeton coach Bob Surace noted
that his team now includes five different classes — itself a big change — and
two of them he’s never met.

Masters level: Paralympian eyes Pickett’s last stand:
medal in 4th different sport
QB ready for one
more ride at Pitt

A thought recently struck eighttime Paralympic medalist Oksana
Masters: What would young Oksana, the one who shuffled between
Ukrainian orphanages, think of this
grown-up version?
Young Oksana was always resilient,
determined and headstrong — qualities that helped her persevere through
years in an orphanage and with birth
defects believed to be from the aftermath of Chernobyl, the world’s worst
nuclear accident. That malnourished
orphan eventually was adopted by
her American mom.
Now 32, Masters remains just as resilient, determined and headstrong —
qualities that helped her rise to the top
in multiple Paralympic sports spanning the Winter and Summer Games.
“All the stuff that was ingrained in
my younger self, are also the reasons
why I’ve been able to, with the support
of so many people behind me, get to
where I am today, “ said Masters, who
will compete Tuesday in hand-cycling
time trials and Wednesday (road race)
at the Paralympic Games in Tokyo.
“I’m hoping that my journey is helping inspire that next young girl.”
It’s been quite a journey for Masters, who was born in 1989 with legs
that were different sizes and missing shinbones. She also had webbed
fingers, no thumbs, six toes on each
foot, one kidney and only parts of her
stomach.
Being from the region near Chernobyl, the connection was made with
the nuclear accident that happened in
‘86. It’s thought her birth mom either
lived in an area that was contaminated
or ingested produce that was riddled
with radiation, leading to in utero radiation poisoning.
Masters had her left leg amputated
near the knee at 9 and the right one at
the same spot five years later.
Fast-forward to the present: There
she was a few weeks ago, riding her
hand-cycle around Champaign, Illinois, to prepare for Tokyo. All the
more remarkable given she had a
tumor removed from her femur in
late May — a surgery that had some
wondering if she would be ready.
She would.
For that, she credits resiliency,

Oksana Masters, of the United States, on her way to a silver medal
in the Biathlon Women’s 12.5km Sitting event during the 2018 Winter
Paralympics at the Alpensia Biathlon Centre. PHOTO BY NG HAN GUAN/ AP

a word she doesn’t throw around
lightly.
As a child, she was shuttled between three orphanages. She tried
to remain strong but often wondered — would someone rescue
her?
That someone would be Gay
Masters, who saw a black-andwhite photo of a 5-year-old Oksana
in a Ukrainian adoption notebook.
Love at first sight.
The process, though, took more
than two years after the Ukrainian
government placed a moratorium
on foreign adoptions. Gay sent care
packages filled with Teddy bears to
young Oksana.
The packages never got to her.
Oksana thought she was on her
own again. That is, until one night,
with the paperwork finally approved, Gay arrived to take her new
daughter home to Buffalo, New
York.
They’ve overcome a lot — together. Malnutrition (she weighed about
35 pounds when her mom took her
home, which is healthy for a 3-yearold but not for someone who was
nearly 8). Early language barriers
(they worked through it with ges-

tures and pointing at phrases in a
book). Walking on tippy-toes (that’s
how Masters compensated for her
differing leg heights). Surgeries (to
amputate her legs).
At 13, Masters discovered rowing.
The pull of the oars and the push
against the water became a release
for her, a “healing from my past,”
she once said.
That started her on a path
to where she is now. Her first
Paralympic Games medal was in
rowing, a bronze in 2012 with partner Rob Jones. She would capture
seven more medals in cross-country skiing and biathlon (‘14 and ‘18)
and will be a favorite in her classification of the hand-cycling events
in Tokyo. She’s also training for
Beijing, too, which will be in about
six months.
“It’s not about the medals,” said
Masters, who went to high school in
Kentucky. “It’s not about anything
else except leaving a legacy, being one
example for that young girl to see.”
She recently partnered with Secret deodorant as part of a campaign
called “ Watch Me,” which encourages young girls to stay in sports
with resources and support.

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Kenny
Pickett remembers being a freshman
at Pittsburgh in the summer of 2017
listening to the seniors tell the newcomers to enjoy the ride because of
how quickly it goes.
He didn’t think much of it at the
time. There was too much for the
strong-armed, strong-willed true
freshman quarterback from New
Jersey to absorb. His career was a
whiteboard with nothing on it. His final season was a distant speck on the
horizon.
Now it’s here. Again. And suddenly Pickett is the old guy standing up
in the room trying to impart the same
kind of wisdom he once received.
“You blink, and (your time) is up,”
Pickett said.
Well, almost.
Pickett participated in Senior Day
last fall then opted to take advantage
of an NCAA waiver issued in response to the pandemic to return for a

fifth season. While the NFL remains
the ultimate goal, Pickett allowed
there’s unfinished business to do with
the Panthers.
“I think there’s an opportunity
for this team to have a really special
year,” Pickett said. “I’m right where
I want to be. When I made the decision, I told myself I’d be all in on it. I’m
all in on it and ready to go.”
He certainly looks it. The player
who once seemed uncomfortable in
the spotlight — a spotlight that found
him immediately after he stunned
unbeaten and second-ranked Miami
in his first start in November 2017 —
has morphed into a confident, self-assured 23-year-old. He’s signed a couple of name, image and likeness deals
and is even doing a weekly paid-for
radio hit on a local sports talk station.
They’re all part of the trappings of
being a four-year starter at a Power
Five school, trappings Pickett is doing
his best to enjoy.

Pittsburgh quarterback Kenny Pickett (8) passes against Virginia Tech
during the first half of an NCAA college football game in Pittsburgh, in
this Saturday, Nov. 21, 2020, file photo. PHOTO BY KEITH SRAKOCIC/ AP
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Photo of the Day | Criss Cross

The Huskies win against the Quinnipiac Bobcats with a final score of 8-0 at the George J. Sherman Family Sports Complex. The team played with high performance in the pouring rain
and won all three games against the Bobcats within the week. FILE PHOTO/ THE DAILY CAMPUS

Lake Superior: Michigan beats Ohio for Little League title
SOUTH WILLIAMSPORT, Pa.
(AP) — Twice, Jackson Surma
walked to the plate with runners
in scoring position in the biggest
game of his young life. Both times
he delivered.
Surma drove in four runs and
Ethan Van Belle struck out eight
as Michigan beat Ohio 5-2 on Sunday in the championship game of
the Little League World Series.
“The first one, I knew I had runners on second and third,” Surma
said. “There weren’t two outs, so
I needed just something in play.
He threw me a curveball, I sat on
it and drove it to left. The second
one, he threw me a high fastball
and I went up there and got it.”
The team from Taylor North
Little League delivered the first
LLWS title for the state of Michigan since 1959 when Hamtramck
National Little League won it all.
“We’re just excited we’re mentioned with them,” manager Rick
Thorning said. “To be in that
group and say that a team from
Michigan won the LLWS, it still
doesn’t sound right when you say
it.”
Both Michigan and Ohio are
from the Great Lakes, marking
the only time clubs from the same
region played in the championship. That was because international teams didn’t compete in the
LLWS for the first time since 1975,
due to travel restrictions caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Little
League allowed two squads from
each U.S. region to fill out the 16team field.
The pandemic also led to tight
restrictions on attendance, with
just 1,017 the in stands on Sunday. The famous sliding hill be-

hind Lamade Stadium was mostly
empty.
Michigan jumped out to a
three-run lead in the first after
Surma’s two-run single and an
RBI groundout by Jakob Furkas.
Surma’s next clutch hit, a single
to center, came in the fifth.
Ohio had plenty of chances. It
loaded the bases in the first on a
pair of walks and a single by JJ
Vogel, but Van Belle struck out
Levi Smith with two out to end
the threat.
The team from West Side Little
League in Hamilton, Ohio, loaded
the bases again in the third with
nobody out. The next two batters
struck out looking before Chance
Retherford was picked off at third
base as he headed toward the dugout after strike two.
Ohio got its first run in the second. Chase Moak led off with a
triple and Cooper Clay singled
him home to bring the score to
3-1.
Gavin Ulin came in to relieve
Van Belle in the fifth and got into
a jam with runners on first and
second with one out. He induced
a double-play grounder.
In the sixth, Ohio loaded the
bases again, as Ulin hit two of the
batters, then walked in a run. But
Retherford flew out to center to
end the game.
“I was a little nervous at the
end. It was a great feeling after
I got out of it,” Ulin said. “When
I hit that kid (to load the bases)
and then I had to face their best
hitter in the lineup, I was a little
worried there. But once I got out
of it, got him to pop it up, I was
so happy.
“It’s beyond words.”

Taylor, Mich.’s Jackson Surma (22) hits a double off Hamilton, Ohio’s Chance Retherford, driving in two
runs, during the first inning of the Little League World Series Championship baseball game in South Williamsport, Pa., Sunday, Aug. 29, 2021. PHOTO BY GENE J. PUSKAR/ AP

Trial of Olympic sheikh on forgery charges opens in Geneva
GENEVA (AP) — An influential Olympic official accused of
forgery in an alleged plot that
implicated political rivals in Kuwait in a coup attempt had his
trial open on Monday.
Sheikh
Ahmad
al-Fahad
al-Sabah was publicly sidelined
as an IOC member and president of the global group of national Olympic bodies, known
as ANOC, after he was indicted
in November 2018.
Long known as the kingmaker of Olympic elections, Sheikh
Ahmad’s influence grew when
winning the ANOC leadership
election in 2012 and a year later
he was an ally helping Thomas
Bach win the IOC presidency.
The sheikh attended court
on Monday alongside three of
the other four defendants: A
Kuwaiti former aide and Geneva-based lawyers from Bulgaria

In this Wednesday, Nov. 28, 2018 file photo, Sheikh Ahmad al Fahad al Sabah,
president of the Association of National Olympic Committees (ANOC) delivers
a speech during the ANOC general assembly in Tokyo. PHOTO BY EUGENE HOSHIKO/ AP

and Ukraine. A fifth defendant,
an English lawyer, was not in
court.
They face charges relating to
arranging an arbitration case in
Geneva in 2014 to authenticate
video evidence that was allegedly
manipulated. Prosecutors in Geneva — a hub for international arbitration cases — accused Sheikh
Ahmad of being key to staging a
false hearing to create the impression that video footage circulating
on social media was genuine.
If proven authentic, the video
would have implicated a former
prime minister of Kuwait, Sheikh
Nasser al-Sabah, in financial and
political wrongdoing.
Sheikh Ahmad denied wrongdoing ahead of a trial postponed
in February that is now scheduled
for seven days at Geneva’s Tribunal Correctionnel.
The verdict of three judges is

expected Friday week and the defendants face jail sentences of up
to five years.
The trial opened six years after
a criminal complaint was filed on
behalf of Sheikh Nasser, the former prime minister, and Jassim
al-Kharafi, the former speaker of
the Kuwaiti parliament, who has
since died.
The disputed footage appeared
to show the two men plotting to
overthrow the then-emir of the
oil-rich kingdom.
Prosecutors described in their
indictment “accusations of corruption and treason in particular
which could have led to the death
penalty” for the two men.
Prosecutor Stéphane Grodecki
said in court the focus of the case
was on the alleged faked elements
of the arbitration hearing and ruling, and not the authenticity of the
video footage.
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Brady’s Bucs poised to end Saints’ 4-year run atop NFC South
ATLANTA (AP) — Mike Evans
endured four last-place finishes in
the NFC South in his first six seasons with Tampa Bay before last
season’s breakthrough Super Bowl
championship earned the Buccaneers long-awaited respect.
The former doormats of the division are now envied by every other
NFL team.
“I’ve been waiting for this for seven years now,” said Evans, a firstround pick in 2014. “That’s what
we want. When we went to Pittsburgh my rookie year, we wanted
to be the Pittsburgh Steelers. Now
everybody wants to be the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers. That’s what you
want, and we look forward to the
challenge.”
Tom Brady and the Buccaneers
aren’t the defending division champions. New Orleans won its fourth
consecutive division title at 12-4,
one game ahead of Tampa Bay,
which made the playoffs as a wild
card.
The retirement of Saints quarterback Drew Brees only makes Tampa Bay a stronger favorite in the
division.
First-year Falcons coach Arthur
Smith, the former Tennessee Titans offensive coordinator, says the
Saints’ four-year run atop the division deserves respect.
“I know Drew Brees is retired,
but they’ve won a lot of football
games and sustained success, so
we’ve got all the respect in the world
for New Orleans,” Smith said.

year’s team,” Arians said.
Brady, 44 and who had offseason knee surgery, is doing his part
to make sure complacency isn’t an
issue. Even though the Bucs return
all 22 starters, Brady reiterated the
difficulty of the challenge ahead.
It’s difficult to repeat as Super
Bowl champions, but Brady knows
the path. No team has repeated
since Brady led the 2003 and 2004
New England Patriots to consecutive titles.
“We have to be able to create our
own future, and that’s really about
attitude, effort, and preparation,”
Brady said. “Nothing about last
year is going to carry over into this

year. ... It’s an entirely new challenge.”
QB RESET
Brees’ retirement and Carolina’s
acquisition of Sam Darnold from
the Jets created quarterback turnover in half of the division’s teams.
Brady returns for his second season in Tampa Bay while Matt Ryan,
36, enters his 14th season in Atlanta.
With Brees launching a new career as a broadcaster, Ryan says
the division won’t be the same.
“It’s a little different,” Ryan said.
“Obviously playing against Drew
every year for my entire career was

a challenge. He’s a great player.”
Jameis Winston has been
named the successor to Brees.
BELIEVE IN PAYTON
Saints coach Sean Payton must
show he can win without Brees.
GM Mickey Loomis says that point
has been proven.
New Orleans was 8-1 without
Brees the last two seasons, including 5-0 with Teddy Bridgewater
when Brees was out with a thumb
injury in 2019. The Saints were 3-1
with Taysom Hill at quarterback
while Brees was out with injured
ribs last season.

Hill is expected to have a role behind Winston this season. Loomis
said Payton will find a way to keep
the Saints winning.
“Sean and his staff will adjust accordingly,” Loomis said. “I think
they’ve been fantastic doing that over
the years.”
SPOTLIGHT ON DARNOLD
With a healthy Christian McCaffrey at running back, the Panthers
have renewed cause for optimism.
Carolina’s playoff hopes rest
firmly on the right arm of Darnold, who has replaced Bridgewater.

FRESH START
Tampa Bay coach Bruce Arians
has reminded his players they can’t
lean on last year’s run of eight consecutive wins to the championship.
Arians relayed a simple message
on the first day of training camp in
July.
“Don’t assume anything. We’re
starting from scratch. That was last

Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback Tom Brady throws a pass against the Houston Texans during the first half of an NFL preseason football
game Saturday, Aug. 28, 2021, in Houston. PHOTO BY ERIC CHRISTIAN SMITH/ AP

NFL stars coming off injuries eager for prominence in 2021
Dak Prescott’s right shoulder
and Carson Wentz’s left foot sidelined the Dallas and Indianapolis
quarterbacks almost all of training camp when the plan called for
a normal ramp-up to their comebacks in the regular season.
Cincinnati QB Joe Burrow, New
York Giants running back Saquon
Barkley, San Francisco defensive
end Nick Bosa and Cleveland receiver Odell Beckham Jr. knew
they would be limited in the preseason coming off knee injuries
that cut short their 2020 seasons.
The rest of the NFL stars seeking redemption had something approaching normal camps, and all
of them — limited ones included —
are eager to get back to prominent
roles after watching and waiting
for months.
Just don’t expect them to be
longing for the Comeback Player
of the Year award.
“There were so many guys that
were injured, not just with our
team but with this league, that
whoever gets that, that will be special,” Prescott said. “I don’t think
anybody ... is shooting for that, I
guess. I want to be the best player
I can be, and if that comes with it,
then oh well.”
Prescott, whose season ended in
Week 5 with a compound fracture
and dislocation of his right ankle,
strained his right shoulder warming up for practice the first week
of camp this year. He didn’t play
in the preseason but should be
set for the Sept. 9 opener at Super
Bowl winner Tampa Bay and seven-time champ Tom Brady.
Doctors told Wentz the roots of
the former Philadelphia QB’s foot
issue probably went back to high
school. He had surgery to remove
a bone fragment Aug. 2 and returned after three weeks when the
initial diagnosis was as many as
12.
After Philip Rivers retired, the
Colts traded for Wentz, who struggled in his final season with the
Eagles and wanted a fresh start
elsewhere. The foot issue might
keep him out of the opener Sept.
12.
“Unfortunately, I’ve been here
before with limited reps and had
to go play,” said Wentz, who injured a knee when he was in the

MVP conversation in 2017 and
the Eagles went on to win the Super Bowl without him. “I’m excited that I’ve been able to do some
walk-throughs the last couple
of weeks and still be involved. It
wasn’t one of those injuries where
you go rehab and you’re away for
a while.”
Knee injuries ended the 2020
season for Barkley and Bosa in
Week 2, Beckham in Week 7 and
Burrow in Week 11. Burrow was
the only one of the four to play in
this preseason — for 90 seconds in
the finale Sunday.
“There’s a lot of things I have
to continue to do because it’s truly a nine-month recovery process, minimum,” Burrow said in
late July, at the 7½-month mark.
“There’s still a lot of maintenance I
need to do. But I’ll just compound
that on practices, find places I can
get rehab in.”
Barkley appears to be the only
one with any doubt about being
available for the Sept. 12 opener.
He still had a non-contact jersey in
practice last week.
“I’m going to give y’all the same
answer I’ve been giving you, and
it’s not like I’m trying to blow
smoke or anything like that,” said
Barkley, the former Penn State
star who was drafted second
overall in 2018 and was Offensive
Rookie of the Year. “To be honest,
I don’t know.”
Bosa wasn’t cleared for team
drills until the final week of camp,
but appears on track to start the
season. The 2019 NFL Defensive
Rookie of the Year helped the 49ers
reach the Super Bowl that season,
then had 12 pressures of Patrick
Mahomes. Kansas City rallied to
win in the fourth quarter.
“The biggest thing always coming off of an injury is just the
mental hurdle of taking a hit and
hitting the ground and getting up
and dusting yourself off and understanding that, ‘Oh, everything
is still intact. I’m still OK,’” defensive coordinator DeMeco Ryans
said. “I think he got a little bit of
that ... with his first day back. I see
him just continuing to progress.”
Carolina running back Christian McCaffrey followed an AllPro year in 2019 with a series of
injuries that limited him to three

games. He was full go from the
start of camp but didn’t play in the
preseason.
“He will take a lot of hits during
the season, more so than anyone
else out there on the field,” coach
Matt Rhule said. “So we will save
his hits for the season.”
New York Jets linebacker C.J.
Mosley hasn’t played close to a
full season since the last of his five
with Baltimore in 2018. He was
limited to two games with a groin
injury in his New York debut two

years ago before opting out because of COVID-19 last season.
Mosley has a new coach in Robert Saleh and defensive coordinator in Jeff Ulbrich, so pretty much
everything feels new.
“Yeah, 100%, man,” Mosley said.
“You can never take this game for
granted, whether it’s the preseason or anything like that.”
Star pass rusher Von Miller of
Denver sustained a season-ending
ankle injury in practice just six
days before the opener last year.

The 32-year-old, who missed almost half of the 2013 season with
a torn ACL, is entering the final
year of a $114.5 million, six-year
contract he signed after winning
Super Bowl 50 MVP honors.
“It’ll definitely be emotional,”
Miller said when asked about
finally getting back in a game.
“Whenever you can fight through
a season-ending injury like that
-- twice, for me -- it’s definitely a
milestone that you appreciate and
look back on.”

Dallas Cowboys quarterback Dak Prescott throws a pass as head coach Mike McCarthy, rear, looks on at
the team’s NFL football training facility in Frisco, Texas, Wednesday, Aug. 25, 2021. PHOTO BY TONY GUTIERREZ/ AP
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Chime, Leveque lead the pack in career debuts
by Ashton Stansel,
SPORTS EDITOR,
ashton.stansel@uconn.edu

and Jonathan Synott,
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

On Friday, Aug. 27, the University
of Connecticut men’s soccer team
played their first game of the season against the Bryant University
Bulldogs.
The team, which won just one
game in a shortened season last
year, quickly found more success
in this season. They struck hard
and fast, scoring their first goal just
over two minutes into the 90-minute game.
Freshman forward Okem Chime
scored with assists from Moussa
Wade and Thomas Decottignies at
2:06, a play which alone would’ve
given the Huskies a victory. The
game overall proved to be a welcome treat on behalf of Chime, who
scored twice in his three shots on
the goal.
It would be more than an hour before Chime scored his goal, whichcame with an assist from teammate
Mateo Leveque.
“It was a great start for us and I’m
just happy I can contribute to the
win,” Chime said after the game.
The third goal of the game came
off of Chime’s third shot on goal,
which was deﬂected by the Bryant
goalie and converted by Leveque
into a goal in the 81st minute of the
game.
It was a good start to the season
for the Huskies, who went 1-6-1 last
season and lost several games to
COVID-19 cancelations. Beginning
this season with just as many wins

as they ended last season with is a
good start, as the only way to go is
up.
A promising stat from UConn’s
victory is the clean sheet earned
by graduate student goalkeeper
Jahmali Waite. Waite recorded
three saves in the contest, a clear
improvement from UConn’s goalkeepers last season, which held opponents scoreless just twice.
The front line got a bit antsy on
Friday, as the Huskies were called

for offsides on two different occasions, while the Bulldogs were not
at all. UConn is going to have to stay
a little more disciplined and watch
the opposing team’s back line if
they want to create even more opportunities on net.
One notable thing about this
team is its youth, as five freshmen
earned the start on Friday, spanning each side of the pitch. Chime,
the game’s MVP, is a freshman, as is
Leveque. Two of the three starting

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR
jonathan.synott@uconn.edu

Despite a hot start to the season,
the UConn women’s soccer team
couldn’t get anything going early in
its first loss of the season Sunday,
getting beat by Boston College.
The Huskies (2-1-0) were slow
out of the gate, only attempting
two shots in the entirety of the first

half. Meanwhile, the Eagles (4-0-0)
4-1 managed to capitalize, scoring
three times in the first 47 minutes.
Ella Richards had a spectacular day
on the pitch, assisting on two goals
before putting in one of her own for
BC.
In the second half, the Huskies
woke up, firing off 11 shots compared to the Eagles’ 13. UConn
sophomore Jaydah Bedoah netted
her second career goal in the 77th

minute, her first of the season. A
few minutes later, Laura Gouvin
retaliated for BC, putting the final
nail in the coffin.
Sophomore goalie Kaitlyn Mahoney was busy for the Huskies,
allowing four goals but saving a career high six shots. This is her first
year as a starter, as she previously
backed up 2020 Big East Co-Goalkeeper of the Year Randi Palacios.
The Huskies missed the presence

of preseason all-conference midfielder Jessica Mazo in this contest,
who has not played since the season opener against Central Connecticut.
Graduate student Rachel Marchini logged her first minutes this season on Sunday, playing 15 minutes
and taking one shot. The defender
looks to contribute on both ends of
the field this year as the Huskies
warm up before conference play
starts late next month.
A name to look out for moving
forward is freshman midfielder
Joyce Ryder, who has increased her

Defender Kara Long (15) dribbles down the field during a game versus the Providence College Friars at the Joseph J. Morrone Stadium in Storrs
March 21, 2021. The Huskies beat the Friars 2-0. FILE PHOTO/ THE DAILY CAMPUS

Women’s soccer
Sunday

vs.
Women’s Field Hockey; Friday, 6 p.m.
George J. Sherman Sports Complex

vs.

4

vs.
Football; Saturday, 12 p.m.
Rentschler Field

minutes, shots and shots on goal
with each successive game. In this
match, she took three shots, two of
which were on net. Don’t be surprised if you see her get increased
playing time as the season progresses, with her first career goal surely
on the way. Head coach Margaret
Rodriguez has been impressed with
Ryder and the rest of the bench, citing the depth of the team as a strong
point after the team’s victory against
La Salle earlier this year.
“Our depth was phenomenal today. I think that was the strength of
our team today. We were able to rotate a lot of players in and the level
of play didn’t drop,” said Rodriguez.
This game marks UConn’s third
loss in a row against Boston College,
with their last two losses coming
in 2015 and 2018. They still are well
ahead in the all-time matchup, going
29-12-3 in their 44 games played.
Rodriguez hopes to spark the
Huskies after this performance.
Through three full seasons, she has
led the team to improved records
each year, culminating in a 8-3-1
record this past spring alongside a
Big East Tournament appearance in
which they fell to Butler 2-1.
UConn started the year well, beating both Central Connecticut and La
Salle 2-1.
Despite having a 0.667 winning
percentage, the loss puts the Huskies tied for seventh in the Big East.
During the preseason, they were
projected to finish third overall in
the conference, so expect them to
gain some ground in the coming
weeks. They continue their season
next Sunday, as they take on the
University of Albany (0-2-1) on the
road.

Cristiano Ronavdo

@uconnhuskies
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last spring (one tie to Seton Hall),
the team is taking a step in the right
direction with this early victory.
UConn (1-0-0) continues their
season on Friday night, when they
take on the University of Rhode Island (0-1-0) at home. These teams
last played each other in 2019,
which the Huskies won 3-1 on the
road. The team has seen major success against URI in the past, as
they are on a 14-game winning
streak dating back to 1982.

The UConn Huskies play the St John’s Thunderbirds during a home game at the Joseph J. Morrone Stadium in Storrs. The Huskies lost with a final score of
0-1 and struggled to make a goal with Felix Metzler (8), Maxwell De-Bodene (12) and Moussa Wade (11) taking blocked shots. FILE PHOTO/ THE DAILY CAMPUS

Slow start proves fatal in loss to BC
by Jonathan Synott

defensemen, Bjorn Nikolajewski
and Guillarme Vacter, made their
first college appearances as well.
Wade and Decottignies are just
beginning their sophomore campaigns. While they hope to improve
upon last season’s record, know
their potential can be sky-high in
the coming years.
The Huskies are projected to finish eighth in the Big East in this
preseason’s coaches poll. While it
didn’t win a single Big East game

@Cristiano
One goal can change everything
#morethanascore @livescore
MLB

@MLB
Salvador Perez continues to rake, while
Bryce Harper is now the only player to
have an OPS over 1.000. So who Carried
the Freight most this week?

Follow The Daily Campus @dcsportsdept

